SPINS HUDSON TERMS, CONDITIONS, AND HINTS FOR PARTIES:
1. All food and beverage at Spins Hudson is provided by our restaurant on site, the only
exceptions are celebration cakes and cupcakes, or pre-approved Kosher food. WE DO NOT
ALLOW OUTSIDE FOOD OR BEVERAGE. Spins Hudson welcomes parties to bring their own cake,
but we do charge a $15 Cake Cutting Fee. We can provide paper plates, cutting knife and will
clean up for you.
2. We require customers to provide Spins Hudson with an updated head count 7 days prior to
the event, so our team may plan accordingly. If your guest count increases the day of the
event, all charges for additional food/beverage packages, and if applicable, activities, will apply.
3. Spins Hudson is not responsible for damage to or loss of any items left prior to or following
any events/functions. Any items that are placed on any room or lobby walls, must be approved
by the staff of Spins Hudson.
4. We do not guarantee exclusive use of any activity at Spins Hudson to just your group. When
booking an event at Spins Hudson that includes Laser Tag, High Ropes, Arcade or other activity
you may share that space and time with another party or the general public based on the
capacity of the activity. The only time you will have exclusive use of the activities is when its
stated in your contract as exclusive use.
5. A 50% cancellation fee will be incurred for any cancellation within 7 days of event.
6. For High Ropes and Laser Tag Events, all participants are required to fill out a separate waiver
for High Ropes and Laser Tag. Minors are required to have a signed Parental Waiver Form prior
to participating in the activity. We strongly recommend having these filled out prior to the day
of the event and ready for hand off at the beginning of the event.
7. We recommend that all event hosts (that’s you!) arrive 10 minutes prior to the start of their
scheduled event time to allow time for any registration and waiver collection.

8. Staffing / Chaperones: If the event includes a food & beverage package, Spins Hudson will
provide a catering staff member(s). Your caterer’s only responsibility is meal setup and food &
beverage service. Spins Hudson staff are not permitted to accompany minors to the bathroom.
Spins Hudson requires clients to plan for one adult chaperone for every 10 minors attending the
event ages 8 years old and up. In addition Spins Hudson requires one adult chaperone per 4
minors under 8 years old at each event. Spins Hudson Staff is not trained or responsible for
monitoring kids outside of the activities booked or during the meal.
9. The designated banquet spaces will be ready at the designated start time noted on the
agreement. If it is necessary to occupy the room prior to that, Spins Hudson must be notified in
advance. This includes the setup of materials and/or equipment. Please note that if any room(s)

or Activities are occupied beyond the designated time, Spins Hudson will prorate the rental fee
and charges will be incurred for the extended time.
10) Events necessitating unusual/excessive cleanup and/or repairs to the facility shall be subject
to an hourly fee not to exceed $35/ hr.
Thank you for this opportunity to serve you!
I have read the above terms & conditions and agree to the terms and conditions as well as any
terms and conditions on any contract addendum's which I may sign.

